ABSTRACT: This paper proposed a technique to design a three phase photovoltaic inverter under balanced grid voltages using PR controller. PR controller is a high performance and critical device because it can be operated at same performance even at various frequency ranges (i.e.) above two phase or three phase. In order to maintain its performance and also to prevent any mishap due to its high voltage, we need a feedback system to control the voltage and current flowing. In general PR controller has inbuilt transfer function which can control the current injected in to the photovoltaic grid system. In this paper we are going to control and design three phase photovoltaic inverter using proportional resonant controller. Proportional resonant controller system uses the inbuilt positional functions for reducing noise in sine wave signal. Hence any error or noise captured by the PI controller will be controlled and it will make decision to attain balanced voltage for its precision overfrequency and current. The controller will always deals with sine waves hence we will using this PI controller to achieve infinite gain at zero frequency. Based on the output predicted by comparing the required gain and achieved gain, the controller will control the three phase inverter. Controller is the main component of the three phase inverter system which in turn take responsible to control, maintain, and prevent any nonlinear or inconsistent system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy resources have increased greater prevalence in power hardware field in view of their ecological benevolent nature, simple accessibility, less cost, high productivity, less contamination and so on. With the need of power, and the consumption of our current energy sources, for example, coal, charcoal, lamp oil and so on lead to utilize renewable energy sources. Various sorts of renewable energy sources are accessible. Among them the most famous are solar and wind energy. Solar energy is a decent methods since its accessible in bounty, eco-accommodating, doesn't brings on any climatic contamination and liberated from cost. In any case, it has a significant downside that is, its illumination level gets changes with variety in sun force and with the sudden shadows brought about by mists, winged creatures, trees and so forth. Wind energy can satisfy high burden need yet its essence is flighty. The discontinuous idea of these two sources makes them wasteful. Subsequently to follow most extreme force yield from these sources a greatest force point following calculation is presented. Various kinds of MPPT calculations are there, for example, annoy and watch strategy, steady conductance technique, dP/dV input control strategy, fluffy rationale, neural organization, and versatile control strategy and so on. In bother and watch technique it irritates the working point and watch the yield power.
On the off chance that the heading of bother gives a positive change in yield power, at that point proceed with a similar course and in the event that the bearing of annoyance gives a negative change in yield power, at that point switch the course. On the off chance that there is no adjustment in yield power, at that point it's the most extreme force point. The principle disadvantage of this P and O technique is that it gets sways at most extreme force point and it can't work proficiently at quick changing climatic conditions. In this paper a straightforward and proficient MPPT calculation called steady conductance technique is presented and it disposes of the downside of P&O strategy and can work at quick shifting barometrical conditions. In steady conductance strategy, both momentary and gradual qualities are viewed as Photovoltaic and wind frameworks require a force gadgets interface to characterize their working point at ideal conditions for any heap. For that DC/DC and DC/AC converters are generally utilized. Here the blend of two dc to dc converters is utilized as rectifier. The rectifier stage proposed in this strategy is a blend of CUK and SEPIC converter in which the yield inductor of CUK converter is shared by the SEPIC converter. In the proposed multi rectifier stage the yield can be either venture up or venture somewhere near controlling the obligation cycle and it's finished by MPPT calculation. At the yield of rectifier stage, a full extension inverter is associated, with the goal that it tends to be utilized to drive air conditioning burden and grid.

The PV and wind applications generally receive boosting converters for grid-associated applications because of the prerequisite of expanded voltage to the grid associated inverter working conditions. The current wave size is a significant factor in the choice of intensity converters, since high current waves produce a swaying around the most maximum power point (MPP) that lessens the energy separated from the PV generator. The paper contains the circuit portrayal of proposed circuit with an inverter at its yield. Because of the expanded interest for renewable energy sources, the assembling of solar cells and photovoltaic clusters has progressed impressively lately. The comparable circuit of solar cell contain two opposition, for example, Rs and Rsh . Where Rs is the arrangement obstruction which is of little worth and it is offered by the contacts and a solitary yield with an inverter. The inverter utilized here is a full extension inverter. The framework can worked in number of modes, for example, either the two switches M1 and M 2 of every converters and S1S3 or S2S4 of inverter is working or just any of the converter switch say either M1 or M 2 and any sets of inverter switches are working or both converter switches are off and inverter switches are working. In inverter no two switches of same leg can work. To follow greatest force from each sources a most extreme force point calculation is utilized. There are various sorts of MPPT calculations are there, for example, bother and watch strategy, gradual conductance semiconductor materials of solar cell and Rsh is the shunt technique, fluffy rationale, and neural organization and so on. The most regularly opposition, because of the pollutions close to the edges of cells and it is extremely huge worth. In the proposed circuit we uses two sources, for example, wind and solar as information sources and associating an inverter at its yield.
That is it utilizes a DC-DC converter for each sources and DC-AC converter as basic for the two hotspots for grid applications. For proficient activity of these sources a productive DC-DC converter is essential so it can extricate greatest force from these sources. Low current wave and high transformation productivity are additionally some vital factor for choosing a reasonable DC-DC converter for PV and wind applications. The current wave greatness is an extra factor in the determination of intensity converters for photovoltaic utilized strategy is bother and watch technique in which it irritates the working point and watches the yield power. The primary downside of this technique is that it sways at working point and it can't work appropriately for quick fluctuating environmental conditions. Here a gradual conductance calculation is use since it can work at quick fluctuating air condition. Gradual conductance strategy with PI controller is utilized and it is executed utilizing numerical articulations. In steady conductance technique the adjustment in voltage and current is resolved and the blunder is determined. On the off chance that there is no adjustment in voltage and current, at that point it will proceed with a similar working point as the most extreme force point and on the off chance that there is any adjustment in voltage and current, at that point ascertain pace of progress of current and voltage.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

SaeidAbbasi (2020): This paper presents an improved control methodology to drop the twofold grid recurrence motions in the dynamic force, receptive force, and DC-interface voltage of a three-stage grid-associated photovoltaic (PV) framework under unequal grid condition. To accomplish these objectives, an upgraded positive–negative-succession control (PNSC) to eliminate motions of dynamic force and an instantaneous active reactive control (IARC) to relieve the changes of dynamic and receptive force, at the same time, are recommended. These techniques are additionally successful to lessen the motions of the DC-connect voltage. To follow the ideal lopsided or symphonies reference currents, improved proportional resonant (PR) current controllers have been planned utilizing the Bode recurrence examination. Re-enactment contemplates are done by means of Matlab/Simulink® programming to confirm the adequacy of the recommended control methodologies.

Y. Nagaraja (2017): Application of sustainable power source frameworks drastically affects the current force framework. Specifically, sunlight based photovoltaic force age is growing exponentially. Consequently, in this article examination and plan of a 1 Mega Watt (1 MW) sun oriented force plant has been demonstrated. The got power is given as a contribution to the voltage source converter, which cheerily manages the dynamic and responsive force by controlling the beat width balance signals. In this article, vigorous control plans were talked about to help the necessary dynamic and receptive force. Further, an itemized examination has been introduced at different issue conditions and the outcomes are investigated.
Anirban Ghoshal (2015): Closed circle control of a grid associated VSI requires line current control and dc transport voltage control. The shut circle framework including PR current controller and grid associated VSI with LCL channel is a higher request framework. Shut circle control gain articulations are accordingly hard to get straightforwardly for such frameworks. In this work a streamlined methodology has been received to discover current and voltage controller gain articulations for a 3 stage 4 wire grid associated VSI with LCL channel. The shut circle framework considered here uses PR current controller in characteristic reference casing and PI controller for dc transport voltage control. Asymptotic recurrence reaction plot and addition data transmission necessities of the framework have been utilized for current control and voltage controller plan. A streamlined lower request model, determined for shut circle current control, is utilized for the dc transport voltage controller plan. The embraced plan technique has been checked through analyses by correlation of the time area reaction.

Xianbo Wang (2015): The new vitality advancing network has as of late saw a flood of advancements in photovoltaic force age advances. To satisfy the grid code prerequisite of photovoltaic inverter under low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) condition, by using the asymmetry highlight of grid voltage, this paper plans to control both limiting negative succession current and receptive force vacillation on grid side to keep up adjusted yield of inverter. Two numerical inverter models of grid-associated inverter containing LCL grid-side channel under both even and unbalanced grid are proposed. PR controller strategy is advanced dependent on inverter model under asymmetric grid. To guarantee the steady activity of the inverter, grid voltage feedforward technique is acquainted with control current stunt right now of voltage drop. Stable grid-associated activity and LVRT capacity at grid drop have been accomplished through a blend of fast certain and negative grouping segment extraction of exact grid voltage synchronizing signals. Recreation and exploratory outcomes have confirmed the predominant adequacy of our proposed control technique.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this chapter we are going to implement three phase inverter for photovoltaic using PR controller in the simulated environment called Mat lab. To simulate the working model of the three phase inverter we are going to use mat lab software. Mat lab consists of all required components in built in to it. We have the input signal from photovoltaic cell which is given to our three phase inverter and output signal from the inverter will be given to the PR controller. To implement the PR controller logic in to the three phase inverter we have the following settings to make a precise decision under balanced voltage. In the general for controller design we have various control signal generated by the system will be fed to the inverter for further processing. With respect to the settings we have derived the results in the simulation part. We have been using in built tool boxes available in mat lab software such as signal processing, control and power system etc. Our system was designed as a closed loop system based on the feedback control mechanism. The system consists of controllers, adders, mux, de-mux, integrators, comparators, samplers, multipliers and required PR systems.

Controller Building Blocks:

System consists of two main block such as three phase inverter and PR controller and other main components such as photovoltaic cell, amplifier, voltage controller, input layer and output layer. In the input layer we are going to model input and PI signal to the system. Based on the inputs controller will control the inverter after checking and validating with the PI built in functions. Upon validation from PI functions the processed input will be given to the three phase inverter to achieve the precision and efficiency in photovoltaic system.
PR controller Equation for Voltage:

\[ G_{PR} = K_p + K_i \left[ \frac{s}{s^2 + w_0^2} \right] \]

Where \( G_{PR} \) is PR controller gain, \( K_p \) is proportional Gain, \( W \) is resonant frequency.

The above controller design consists of voltage input, processing delay layer and inverter output layer. Input layer consists of two inputs one from reference input and second input is from system feedback and controlled by our system. The second layer is the delay layer, this layer have some delays received from microcontroller. The final layer is the output layer or called as inverter layer, in this layer we will test and compare the results of input voltage and LCR output. To control a three phase system utilizing PR controller techniques, we should gather input/yield preparing information utilizing investigations or recreations of the system we need to show.

As a process, PR controller preparing functions admirably if the preparation information is completely illustrative of the highlights of the information that the prepared design is proposed to demonstrate. To determine our preparation information, make an exhibit in the MATLAB workspace. Each line contains an information point, with the last section containing the yield esteem and the rest of the segments containing input voltagesignal esteems. We would then be able to pass this information to the preparation Data input contention of the PR controller three phase inverter designer application. Burden the information from a .dat document. Each line of the document contains an information point with values isolated by blank area. The last and incentive on each line is the yield, and the rest of the qualities are the information sources. When utilizing PR controller work, make or load the information and pass it to the preparation signal input contention. When utilizing three phase inverter design, in the Load information segment, select hybrid switching, and afterward to
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this chapter we are going to simulate the three phase inverter output, PR controller output. We have set of components such as controller, inverter, photovoltaic array etc. It will be initiated first using the mat lab components viewer command panel. Once the simulation is completed, the exhibition attributes are seen on the particular extensions. The reaction bends of voltage, input and output current, gain for a reference resonant frequency ranges. The below two figures represent the output printed for each blocks of the system design.

![Three Phase Inverter Response With PR Controller](image)

**Figure 5PI controller Output**

The figure above represent that the output voltage and current respectively. The figure represent the PR controller grid resonant signal with voltage gain signal this implies that our resonant signal accurately controls the three phase voltage signal. In the above figure resonant signal and actual voltage signal overlap with each other and hence we can conclude that our PR controller controls the output voltage under balanced grid voltage. Thus the balanced grid voltage is around 440 V and hence our system generated same amount of voltage gain in the solar photovoltaic array. In the absence of PR controller the grid output voltage is unbalanced.
Figure 6 Unbalanced Voltage without PR controller

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we implemented three phase inverter for photovoltaic array using PR controller system to control and stabilize the inverter system to utilize its performance at high gain at resonant frequency. Also we have proved our system capability by simulating and printing the result of PR control mechanism. Here with we have concluded that we have completed our design of PR controller to achieve maximum gain at zero frequency. Direct current from PV array is converted in to three phase alternative current under balanced grid voltage using PR controller. Based on the simulation output we can conclude that our system work better to produces high efficiency and extreme precision in controlling the three phase inverter. So for each and every noise signal detected at the output was given as a feedback to our controller mechanism. Based on the feedback, controller was able to make decision in operating the inverter circuit at high efficiency. At last we proved the following capabilities three phase inverter for photovoltaic, PR controller for balanced grid voltage.
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